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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The first goal of this thesis is to do a review of rotary and birotary engines, which 

were invented or built. Most of these engines were used in aircraft, but not all of them. 

The next chapter is about rotary engines, while the third chapter is all about birotary 

engines including the Knob engine, which is used for all further work.  

In the fourth chapter, I am using the provided old GT–Power model and 

according to new parameters and specifications the model is being updated to the latest 

version. In this part of the thesis all these updates are described, such as change of 

compression ratio, blowby, intake and exhaust manifolds, intake and exhaust port 

timing. 

After a new measurement of the engine a calibration of the GT–Power model is 

made, based on the new results. A simple model of clearances is proposed and 

calibrated, friction is also calibrated according to the measurement. After calibrating the 

model in motoring regime, a simulation with an ignition is made to predict the actual 

output of the engine. 

In the sixth chapter, I propose several versions, how the sub-model of clearances 

could be created. The ideal option is chosen for further simulations. It is described what 

parameters are needed to create the sub-model in GT–Power, how they are extracted 

from a CAD model and what dependencies are made. 

In the final chapter, I use the calibrated GT–Power model for optimization. The 

goal of the optimization is to get the best possible output of the engine. The parameters 

which are used fort the optimization are the length of the intake and exhaust manifolds 

and the timing and shape of the ports.   
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2. Rotary engines  

 

It is a type of internal combustion engine with a radial configuration of cylinders, 

but in this type of engine the cylinders and combustion chambers rotate with a driven 

shaft and the pistons are fixed to a stationary crankshaft, which is attached to the frame. 

The crankshaft is not in the center of the engine and thanks to this the pistons are 

moving in the cylinder. These types of engines were air cooled and mostly used in 

aircraft. A propeller is mounted to the front of the rotating crankcase. Rotary engines 

have usually odd number of cylinders, so every other piston is firing, which results in 

smooth running and the crankcase acts as a flywheel. Rotary engines have a good 

cooling, because of the rotating movement and the walls of the case can be thinner, 

resulting in better power-to-weight ratio.  [1] [2] [3] 

 

2.1. Millet motorcycle 

 

At the end of the 18th century Félix Théodore Millet put a five-cylinder rotary 

engine into a front wheel of his tricycle (Figure 1). A few years later he put the same 

engine in the rear wheel of a bicycle. The crankshaft is fixed to the frame of the bicycle 

and the cylinders are rotating with the wheel. The rear fender is also a fuel tank and a 

surface carburetor and air filter are placed between the wheels. It is an air-cooled engine 

with a displacement of 1925 cm^3 and 1,2 HP. It has a clutch with rotary handle, 

controlled valves and a suspension. [4] [5] 
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Figure 1 Millet’s tricycle with rotary engine [5] 

 

2.2. Hargrave’s engine 

 

In 1889 Lawrence Hargrave created a radial rotary engine with 3 cylinders  

(Figure 2). The cylinders rotate around its central axis while the crankshaft remains 

stationary. This engine is small, light, smooth running with good air cooling and has a 

great power-to-weight ratio. [6] [7] 

 

 
Figure 2 Lawrance Hargrave’s engine [6] 
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2.3. Balzer's rotary engine 

 

Stephen M. Balzer created a vehicle in 1894 (Figure 3). It has an air-cooled rotary 

engine with 3 cylinders which are placed under the seat in a quadricycle. The crankshaft 

is stationary while the crankcase is rotating. It is equipped with a 3-speed transmission. 

This engine was lately modified by Charles M. Manly to a 5-cylinder radial engine, which 

has the best specifications in terms of power-to-weight ratio. [8] [9] [10] [11] 

 

 

 
Figure 3 1894 Balzer's Cyclecar [12] 
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2.4. Adams-Farwell engine 

 

Fay Oliver Farwell designed a rotary engine with 3 cylinders. This engine was 

redesigned to a 5-cylinder engine (Figure 4), which was also air-cooled and  

piston-driven. This engine was mounted horizontally with a vertical stationary 

crankshaft attached to a frame in a car. Each cylinder has its own exhaust pipe. Which 

are connected to the side of the cylinder. The engine speed is controlled by a variable 

control valve, when you operate the time opening of the valve during the compression. 

The cylinders are between two discs, the top disc is for the intake pipe and the bottom 

disc is used for a beveled gear which transfer the power to the transmission. This type 

of engine is well lubricated, but at higher speeds the consumption of oil increases, 

because of the centrifugal force.  

This engine was also used for experiments in a helicopter for its light weight. In 

1909 a helicopter with these two engines successfully took off the ground with a person 

in it. [13] [14] [15] 

 

 
Figure 4 Adams-Farwell engine [13] 
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2.5. Gnome engine 

 

The Seguin brothers developed the Gnome engine at the beginning of the 20th 

century. The first Gnome engine had two valves. The exhaust valve was placed in the 

cylinder head and the intake valve was placed in the piston crown. During the intake 

stroke the pressure in the cylinder drops and the intake valve opens, after the fresh 

charge with the fuel is drawn into the cylinder and after the pressure rises again the 

intake valve closes. Based on this principle the volumetric efficiency is lower because 

the intake valve opens later and closes sooner than in the ideal case.  

In 1913 a new type of the Gnome engine was introduced, the Monosoupape 

engine (Figure 7). The inlet valve was removed from the piston crown. It has only one 

valve on the top of the cylinder, which is used for intake and exhaust.  The fuel-air 

mixture is mixed and delivered through the hollow crankshaft and then through the 

small ports (Figure 5 and 6) to the combustion chamber. These ports are similar as in the 

two-stroke engine and they are placed on the bottom of the cylinder. During the power 

stroke the exhaust valve is opened before the piston uncovers the ports, which reduces 

the pressure inside the cylinder so when the ports are opened, the pressure inside the 

combustion chamber and in the crankcase is the same so no mixture is drawn into the 

cylinder. During the intake stroke the inlet valve closes before the piston reaches the 

ports, which results in a pressure decrease, so after the ports are opened the rich 

mixture is drawn into the combustion chamber.  

The Gnome engine was light and reliable with good power output. On the other 

hand, the engine was consuming a lot of fuel and oil. Because of the gyroscopic effect 

the airplanes were hard to control, while turning left was easy, turning right was difficult.  

There were a few variants of this engine, but mostly with 9 cylinders and some 

other companies used this principle of mixture delivery, but they used more 

conventional pushrod operated valves.  Manufacturers such as Le Rhone, Clerget, 

Oberursel and Bentley. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 
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Figure 7  Gnome Monosoupape Type N engine [17] 

 

  

Figure 6 Gnome Monosoupape 
cylinder [16] 

Figure 5 Ports in cylinder [19] 
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2.6. Barry engine 

 

In 1904 the Barry engine was introduced in the Barry motorcycle. It was a 2-

cylinder supercharged opposed-piston rotary engine. The engine was placed between 

the knees of the driver. The mixture is getting into the crankcase through the hollow 

crankshaft and when the pistons are moving down, they act as a pump and the mixture 

is compressed and pushed into the storage chamber. This chamber is connected by pipes 

to the intake valve. [21] [22] [23]  

 

 
Figure 8 Barry engine [24] 

 

2.7. Wankel engine 

 

Felix Wankel created his first rotary engine in 1954 and was tested for the first 

time in 1957. The Wankel engine does not have usual pistons and cylinders like any other 

engine. It has an almost triangular rotor which rotates in an almost elliptical housing. 

The engine is equipped with 2 main gears. One small gear is mounted to the housing, 

while the second one is the inner gear inside the rotor. Thanks to this the rotor can turn 

on an eccentric shaft, which serves as an output shaft. The gear ratio is 1:3 which means 

that for one revolution of the rotor the eccentric shaft turns 3 times.  

The three tips of the triangular rotor are in continuous contact with the closed 

housing. The rotor divides the closed chamber into 3 spaces. The three apexes of the 

rotor are fitted with seals to prevent leaking from one space to another. The volume of 

each chamber depends on the rotor position (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9 Wankel engine principle [26] 

 

 To produce power in a classic engine only one fourth of the crankshaft rotation 

is used, but in the Wankel engine it is more. There are 3 firing pulses per revolution of 

the rotor and the output shaft is three times faster, which results in one firing stroke per 

revolution of the output shaft. 

 The fuel is drawn into the engine through the intake port with a fresh charge. Not 

having valves results in lower weight of the engine and less moving components. The 

timing can be change by the shape of the intake and exhaust ports.  

The lubrication and cooling of the rotor and its gears are done by oil circulation 

through the hollow rotor. Also, water is circulating through cooling jackets in the casing. 

A small amount of oil is added to the fuel to lubricate the three tips of the rotor. The 

sealing and wear are the major problem of the Wankel engine. Mazda modified the apex 

seal’s shape to a cross-hollow seal with a cross-shaped hole near the apex of the seal, 

which brought improvements.  

The Wankel engine is compact, smooth, without a big vibration, quite light, has a 

good power and lower costs for manufacturing. Also, it can operate at higher speeds 

than usual engines. [25] [26] [27] [28]  
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2.8. Bricklin-Turner Rotary Vee engine 

 

This two-stroke engine was tested in the late 1970s. Inside the V-shaped case the 

V-shaped pistons are revolving. All the pistons are the same length, but because they 

are placed in the case with 135 degree, the distance from the top of the cylinder is 

different in each phase of the cycle (Figure 10). As the engine rotates and the piston is 

going down and making power, the exhaust gases are expelled through the port place 

at the bottom of the cylinder. Also, the fresh charge with the fuel is taken into the 

cylinder through another port operated by piston movement. The 2 output crankshafts 

are fixed to the rotating housing. It has 6 cylinders on each side, which results in 12 

cylinders in total. This engine is light for its power and smooth running, because at every 

moment there are 6 cylinders out of 12 in a power stroke. [29] [30] 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Rotary Vee engine [29] 
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3. Birotary engines 

 

A birotary engine is a new type of rotary engine. The cylinder block with the 

cylinder row rotate in the opposite directions than a crankshaft and at different speeds. 

The inlet and exhaust ports are placed in the casing. The pistons are connected to the 

crankshaft and the relative movement of the crankshaft and the block provides the 

reciprocating movement of the pistons. [31] [32] 

 

3.1. Sklenar engine 

 

Sklenar patented a birotary engine which has an annular ported valve member 

and in this member the cylinder bank is placed. The cylinders are arranged radially, and 

they have a rotary movement. Through the port the gases are taken into the cylinder or 

out of the cylinder thanks to the rotary movement. Either the cylinder bank or the valve 

member is rotationally stationary, or they can both have a rotational movement. [31] 

 

3.2. Mawen birotary engine  

 

Mawen was one of many concerns that used Sklenar’s engine patent. He refines 

the design believing that the engine has a big potential in aircraft and in automotive 

applications.  

They developed two engines. One with seven cylinders with 75 HP and one with 

nine cylinders with 175 HP. And they were developing an engine with 1000 HP.  

After Andre J. Meyer started collaboration with Mawen, he made some 

improvements in the construction, lubrication, design, and durability of the engine with 

his team.  

The cylinder bank rotates as the crankshaft, but in the opposite direction. The 

exhaust and intake ports are stationary. The engine is constructed out of several parts. 

There is a front and a rear case which are connected with an annular ported valve 
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member with 4 ports for gases to be admitted or exhausted. These parts are stationary. 

In this case a cylinder bank is rotatably mounted and formed of a radially arranged 

cylinders. The pistons in the cylinders are connected via the connecting rods to the crank 

pin of the crankshaft. The last main part is the power output shaft, which is mounted in 

alignment with the axis of ration of the crankshaft. [31] [33] 

 

 

Figure 11 Mawen engine [31] 

 

 

3.3. Siemens-Halske engine 

 

The Siemens-Halske engine has 11 cylinders in a radial order. The crankcase with 

the mounted propeller rotates in one direction and the crankshaft rotates in the 

opposite direction. The rotation in the opposite direction is managed by a type of 

differential gear. One bevel gear is mounted to the crankcase and one to the 

crankshaft. These two bevel gears are meshed with two floating bevel wheels, which 

are fixed to the stationary member. Because of this system, the speed of the propeller 

is reduced without reducing the power output. When the engine operates at 1800 RPM 
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the rotational speed of the propeller is 900 RPM. There is a reduction in a gyroscopic 

effect thanks to the lower speed of the cylinders and this results in a better 

maneuverability, because of the counter rotating crankcase and crankshaft.  

 

 

 

Figure 12 Siemens & Halske Sh.IIIa system [16] 

  

The intake and the exhaust valves at the top of each cylinder are controlled by 

rocker arms operated by pairs of pushrods. The air goes first through a carburetor and 

then through the hollow crankshaft to the annular chamber and finally the air/fuel 

mixture is drawn into the cylinder through the copper pipes at the back of the engine. 

The exhaust gases are expelled from the combustion chamber directly into the 

atmosphere because it is not possible to fit the exhaust pipes to the spinning engine. 

[16] [34] [35] 
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Figure 13 Siemens & Halske Sh.IIIa [34] 

 

3.4. Radial Bi-rotary (RBR) 

 

This type of engine is designed by Franky Devaere and as the other birotary 

engines the crankcase with the cylinders rotates in one direction while the crankshaft 

rotates in the opposite direction. Two of four cylinders are connected via connecting 

rods to the crankshaft and the other two pistons are connected to these two pistons 

(Figure 14).  

 

 

Figure 14 Connection of pistons [38] 
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The rotating cylinder block is mounted in the stationary cylinder head, where are 

placed three intake ports and three exhaust ports. As the block rotates, it passes the 

first intake port, and the mixture is drawn into the cylinder and after the combustion it 

is expelled to the exhaust port and then the block passes the second intake port, and 

the process is repeated. In one cylinder the combustion occurs three times per one 

revolution of the cylinder block. By modifying the size and place of the ports it is possible 

to create a small overlap of the ports. By elongating the intake port, the compression 

stroke is shortened so the power stroke is longer than the compression stroke.  

It is a very smooth-running engine, and the gyroscopic forces are decreased thanks 

to the counter rotation. The relative counter rotation depends on a planetary gearing 

selection. The valve train is eliminated because of the system of intake and exhaust 

ports.  [36] [37] [38] 

 

 

 
Figure 15 radial birotary engine [36] 
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3.5. Knob engine 

 

Knob engine is a new type of birotary engine where the crankshaft rotates three 

times faster than the cylinder block and in the opposite direction. This is provided by a 

planetary gear set with the gear ratio of three. There are three cylinders in the cylinder 

block and the combustion occurs two times per one revolution of the cylinder block in 

each cylinder. This requires two intake ports, two exhaust ports and at least two spark 

plugs, because it is a spark ignition engine.  

The intake and exhaust ports are placed in the stationary case in which the cylinder 

block rotates (Figure 17). This means that the valves and the valve train are eliminated. 

In a conventional engine the valves are placed in a cylinder head and their size is limited 

by the bore area. In the birotary Knob engine the ports are not limited by the size of the 

bore area, which allows to have bigger cross-sections areas of the exhaust and intake 

ports. The opening and closing of the ports are faster with good port shape and it also 

has a better flow character. 

Knob engine is equipped with a new system of sealing. The major parts of the 

sealing assembly are side seals and transverse sealing strips (Figure 18). There are three 

transverse sealing strips between each port and the spark plug, and they are placed in 

the stationary case, which provides a stable force on the sealing strips, which does not 

depend on the engine rpm. [39] 

 

 

Figure 16 Knob engine [39] 
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Figure 17 Principle of function of Knob engine [39] 

 

 

 
Figure 18 Sealing assembly [39] 
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4. Update of 1-D GT–Power model 
 

4.1. Original model of Knob engine 

 

The provided basic 1-D GT-Power model of a birotary engine was made by  

Ing. Ondřej Bolehovský in 2015. The company KNOB ENGINES s.r.o used this model and 

its results in their presentations and as a prediction of its potential. Based on this data 

they built an actual engine. After testing this engine there were a lot of differences 

between the measured data and the simulated model. After that, several modifications 

were made, and these changes were not included in the provided model. Further 

improvements in the model relate to a different compression ratio, blowby in the model, 

exhaust and intake pipes, exhaust and intake port timing and clearances between the 

stationary case, rotary cylinder block and their sealing.  

The results of these updates are shown in the tables, which include maximum 

cylinder pressure, brake torque, brake power, etc. Sometimes the maximum cylinder 

pressure is used for a comparison of the results, although there are other factors that 

affect the maximum cylinder pressure such as burn rate. Burn rate has a big influence 

on the cylinder pressure curve, therefore comparing the maximum cylinder pressure is 

not ideal, when the burn rate is not properly calibrated. But because we do not have a 

lot of data from measurements, the maximum cylinder pressure is still used for the 

comparison, assuming the “Combustion object” in the GT-Power is set optimally. 
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Figure 19 Power and torque characteristics of the original model simulated in GT-Power 

 

Table 1 Parameters of the original model simulated in GT-Power [39] 

 

Geometrical parameters 

Bore 92 mm 

Stroke 37 mm 

Connecting rod length 69.3 mm 

Number of cylinders 3 - 

Swept volume 738 cm³ 

CR - effective 10 - 

CR - dynamic 9.7 - 

Rotating cylinder block diameter 250 mm 

Valve timing data 

Intake port closes 20° after BDC 

Exhaust port opens 20° before BDC 

Intake port opens 16° before TDC 

Exhaust port closes 16° after TDC 

Manifold lengths 

Intake manifold 200 mm 

Exhaust manifold 750 mm 

Operating parameters 

Crankshaft max. RPM 7500 1/min. 

Cylinder block max. RPM 2500 1/min. 

Relative max. RPM 10000 1/min. 

Max. power 115 HP 

Max. mean piston speed 12.3 m/s 

Max. speed on the seal elements 32.7 m/s 
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Table 2: Results of the original model for 3000 RPM 

 

Max 

cylinder 

pressure 

[bar] 

Brake 

torque 

[Nm] 

Brake 

power 

[kW] 

Vol. 

efficiency 

[%] 

Blowby 

[l/min] 

Air flow 

rate 

[l/min] 

Given 

model 
70.57 77.47 24.34 118.64 0 1552 

 

4.2. Change of compression ratio and influence of blowby 

 

4.2.1. Compression ratio 

 

The calibration of the model is based on the cylinder pressure, while the estimated 

pressure from the model is much higher than the measured pressure from the 

experiment. In order to reduce the cylinder pressure curve in the provided model, the 

idea of decreasing the compression ratio is made. The idea is based on the volume of 

clearances, which lowers the real compression ratio. The original CR is 10 and the engine 

is simulated with CR = 8.8, CR = 8 and CR = 6.6. For further calculations, we decide to use 

CR = 8 as the best option and most realistic option. It is because after simple estimation 

of the volume of clearances and this volume together with the volume at TDC makes the 

CR of 8. When we compare the Table 2 for CR = 10 and the Table 3 for CR = 8, we can 

see that the change of CR has a major impact on the maximum cylinder pressure but not 

such a big impact on the other parameters.  

 

Table 3: Results for CR = 8 for 3000 RPM 

 

Max 

cylinder 

pressure 

[bar] 

Brake 

torque 

[Nm] 

Brake 

power 

[kW] 

Vol. 

efficiency 

[%] 

Blowby 

[l/min] 

Air flow 

rate 

[l/min] 

CR = 8 58.01 74.91 23.53 116 0 1517 
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4.2.2. Blowby 

 

Another thing, how to make the model more accurate is taking blowby into 

account, which was not included in the previous model. The pressure curve of the 

simulated model is still quite different from the pressure curve from the measurement. 

This is the main reason why the blowby is created in the GT-Power model. From a 

measurement, we have data of the blowby and of the leaking flow through the sealing 

in the cylinder head. Because the leaking through the sealing is a little bit more 

complicated, we combine it with the blowby for now, to simplify the simulation. Five 

cases are made from the measurement (Table 4), from the best values to the worst 

values of the leaking. The blowby into the crankcase is measured and remains constant, 

while the leaking flow through the sealing is also measured, but it is changing with the 

wear of the sealing. When the sealing is new and in the best condition the leaking is 

minimal, but when it starts to wear the leaking rises. The worst value of the leaking in 

the Table 4 is for the critical wear of sealing strips. As we can see in Figure 20 the blowby 

with the leaking has quite a big influence on the cylinder pressure peak. With higher 

leaking and blowby the cylinder pressure decreases.  

 

Table 4: Simulated cases of blowby with leaking for 3000 RPM 

Case Blowby 

[l/min] 

Leaking through 

sealings [l/min] 

Combined 

[l/min] 

1. 0 0 0 

2. 20  0 20  

3. 20  80 100 

4. 20  180 200  

5. 20  300  320  
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Figure 20 Influence of blowby on cylinder pressure peak (3000 RPM) 

 

4.3. Exhaust system 

 

4.3.1. Influence of exhaust systems 

 

An exhaust system has an influence on the engine’s performance. According to 

what we want to achieve the exhaust system must be designed. The properties of the 

pipes such as length, a diameter and overall design have a major influence on the 

performance.  

The diameter of the pipe has a big impact on a gas velocity, the smaller the 

diameter the higher velocity and better throttle response. On the other side with a 

small diameter of the pipe, the backpressure will increase and therefore the pumping 

losses increase, and the blowdown is reduced.  

 The length of the pipe is also important, while the short pipes have the same 

effect as the large diameter and the long pipe has similar effect as the small diameter. 

When the exhaust port is opened, the pressure wave travels through the pipe until it 
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hits the end of the pipe and then travels back. The ideal timing for the wave to reach the 

exhaust port is during the overlap or during the closing of the exhaust port, so the 

pressure in the exhaust pipe is reduced, which helps the scavenging. The pressure waves 

can help the scavenging only over a narrow rpm range. Short pipes help the scavenging 

in high rpm and long pipes in low rpm. [40] [41] 

  

4.3.2. Creating exhaust manifolds in GT - Power 

 

From each cylinder goes an exhaust tube with a length of 30 mm which ends in 

a fake flow split, which does not exist in reality, but it is created in the model as the best 

solution how to connect these tubes into one final exhaust pipe for one port. Then there 

is one straight pipe with a length of 750 mm (Table 1) which opens into the atmosphere. 

That is how the exhaust system is created in the GT model. To make the model more 

accurate and see how big the influence of the exhaust manifolds is, the new exhaust 

system had to be done according to the reality (Figure 21). 

After extracting all dimensions from a CAD model, I created the exhaust pipes in 

the GT-Power from a “PipeRound” elements with a different thickness, length, diameter 

and bending. To see how big impact the exhaust pipe has on the cylinder pressure and 

the engine performance I made a few options of the exhaust manifolds.  
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At first, I used only the “short” branch for both ports and both open to the 

atmosphere. For a next simulation I used a conjunction to connect these two branches 

into one, which opens into the free space. The same approach I used for the “long” 

branch. Then I combined the “short” and the “long” branch and both of them open into 

the atmosphere on their own. As the final and more accurate model I put the 

conjunction on the combined branches with only one opening into the free space.  

The results of all these options are shown in the Table 5. As we can see the 

influence of the exhaust manifolds is not particularly big and the best results while using 

the new exhaust manifolds are with the “short” branch without the conjunction, while 

the worst results are with the “long” branch with the conjunction. The most accurate 

option according to the reality, which is the combined version with the conjunction is 

not used for further simulation, because the system cannot reach a steady state  

(Figure 23), therefore the “long” branch with the conjunction is used as the most 

pessimistic version. Because it is unconventional engine and each cylinder alternates 

between two different exhaust pipes, the GT-Power has a numerical problem with 

reaching the steady state for the combined version.  

Figure 21 Exhaust manifolds [44] 
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Table 5  Cases of exhaust manifolds for 3000 RPM 

  

 

 

Figure 22 Comparison of maximum pressure with different exhaust manifolds 

 

 

 

Max 

cylinder 

pressure 

[bar] 

Brake 

torque 

[Nm] 

Brake 

power 

[kW] 

Vol. 

efficiency 

[%] 

Blowby 

[l/min] 

Air flow 

rate 

[l/min] 

Old exhaust 51.92 58.54 18.39 120.03 308 1591 

“short” branch 50.30 56.53 17.76 113.01 302 1497 

“short” branch  

+ conjunction 
48.33 53.62 16.85 105.05 290 1392 

“long” branch 47.37 52.33 16.44 101.83 285 1349 

“long” branch 

 + conjunction 
46.30 50.50 15.87 97.70 279 1294 

combined 50.52 53.73 16.88 105.65 291 1396 

Combined 

+ conjunction 
49.63 50.84 15.97 99.13 282 1298 
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Figure 23 Time RLT of maximum pressure in the cylinder 

 

 

4.4. Intake system 

 

4.4.1. Influence of intake systems 

 

The intake system has a big influence on a volumetric efficiency and output power. 

It must be designed in a specific way, according to what we want to achieve. The length 

of the manifold has a major effect on the engine performance. Not only the length of 

the pipes, but also a diameter and an overall design.  

The length of the intake pipe is important for the volumetric efficiency. The 

volumetric efficiency is increased, while using long manifolds at low RPM, but at high 

RPM the volumetric efficiency is decreased. With the shorter intake pipes the effect is 

exactly the opposite, as the volumetric efficiency is good at high RPM and worse at low 

RPM.  

With the diameter it is similar as in the exhaust system, with smaller diameter the 

gas velocity is higher and the better intake air charge, but at high engine speed the 

pressure drop is higher thus worse volumetric efficiency. For high RPM, the large 

diameter produces the best volumetric efficiency, and for the lower RPM it produces 

the lowest volumetric efficiency. [42] 
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4.4.2. Creating intake manifolds in GT-Power 

 

The intake manifolds in the model are two separated pipes, one for each intake 

port. Each pipe is straight and 200 mm long (Table 1.) and then it is divided by a fake 

flow split (same as in the exhaust system) into three 30 mm long tubes, which connect 

to the cylinder with valves.  

The actual intake system for measurement is made of several different 

components. It starts with a big barrel, which is connected by a straight pipe to a box of 

a specific shape. From this box two branches are coming out and each branch has a 

throttle and an injector. Each branch leads to one intake port. This quite complex intake 

system could not be done in the GT–Power with only straight and bend pipes, but also 

a few flow slits had to be used to create the intake system as accurately as possible. 

As we can see in Table 6 after the update of the intake system, there are not any 

significant changes in the engine performance and properties at low engine speed.  

 

 

 

Figure 24 Intake system [45] 
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Table 6: Results of intake manifolds for 3000 RPM 

 

Max 

cylinder 

pressure 

[bar] 

Brake 

torque 

[Nm] 

Brake 

power 

[kW] 

Vol. 

efficiency 

[%] 

Blowby 

[l/min] 

Air flow 

rate 

[l/min] 

Old intake 46.30 50.50 15.87 97.70 279 1294 

New intake 46.13 49.78 15.64 96.84 279 1267 

  

4.5. Intake and exhaust port timing 

 

The shape of the intake and exhaust ports was modified, and the overlap was 

canceled. The reasons for this modification was the difference in the measured and 

calculated air flow. Because this engine has an indirect injection, there was a possibility 

that something around 30 % of the mixture could go straight to the exhaust manifolds, 

which could result in a bad filling of the cylinder and lower cylinder pressure.  

 

 Table 7 New valve timing data 

 

In the model the ports cannot be used because they are only for two-stroke 

engines, therefore they are replaced by valves, with a specific control system. In the 

valve settings the flow coefficients of the old intake and exhaust port shape are set from 

a measurement. A new measurement is planned, but for now the old flow coefficients 

are used for the new shaped ports. The overlap is canceled with decreasing the peak of 

the lift and narrowing the crank angle of the lift.  

 

 

Intake port closes 24° after BDC 

Exhaust port opens 24° before BDC 

Intake port opens 0° before TDC 

Exhaust port closes 0° after TDC 
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For 3000 RPM there is not a significant difference in the results, but the results for 

4000 RPM are better. For the maximum cylinder pressure, brake torque, brake power, 

etc. there was a drop at 4000 RPM and with canceling the overlap the drop disappeared. 

But for the higher RPM range, the results are significantly worse than with the overlap. 

(Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 27) 

 

 

 
Figure 25 Brake torque 

 

 

 
Figure 26 Maximum cylinder pressure 
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Figure 27 Volumetric efficiency 

 

4.6. Summary of update 

 

Several changes were made in the GT-Power model to make it as accurate as 

possible. In the Figure 29 we can see all the modifications and their influence on the 

cylinder pressure curve. With all these updates the original pressure curve is now 

closer to the measured data, but there is still a difference, which must be eliminated.  

It must still be considered that the burn rate has a major impact on the pressure curve, 

therefore the influence of these changes is not 100% accurate.  

 

Figure 28 Influence of updates on brake torque 
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Figure 29 Influence of changes on the pressure curve for 3000 RPM 

 

 

5. Calibration of 1-D GT–Power model 
 

5.1. Simple model of clearances 

 

To make the model more accurate for a next measurement a simple model of 

clearances is proposed. The clearances in the engine are located between the stationary 

case, rotary cylinder block and their sealing (Figure 30). All these small volumes are 

estimated, summed, and created in the GT-Power model as a one single volume. This 

volume is made as a one small straight pipe with a diameter of 8 mm and a length 

of 191.7 mm which equals the final volume of 9636 mm3. This pipe is connected directly 

to the cylinder with an orifice connection and on the other end of the pipe an end flow 

cap is added to prevent escaping the mixture into the atmosphere.  
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By taking clearances into account the compression ratio must be changed, 

because an extra volume is added to the cylinder, therefore the CR must be higher  

to maintain the same properties. The clearance volume at TDC is taken from a CAD 

model without the estimated clearances, which means that with the new clearance 

volume at TDC the compression ratio is changed to 10.1.  

This simple model of clearances has a really big impact on the engine output. 

Blowby was calibrated again for the value of 321 l/min. In Table 8 we can see the huge 

decrease of the maximum cylinder pressure, brake torque and brake power. The most 

interesting thing is the added column “Burned fuel”. In all the previous simulations the 

burned fuel was equal to 99,8 % and now it is only two thirds of it. This decrease is 

exactly proportional to the volume of the clearances, which is one third of the clearance 

volume at TDC. This means there is a problem with burning in these clearances and the 

flame propagation extinguish in the entrance to the sub-volume, therefore the burning 

occurs only in the cylinder.  

 

 

 
Figure 30 CAD model of clearances (green – combustion chamber; purple - clearance of the 

spark plug; red – clearance between the cylinder block and the cylinder head; grey – clearance 
of the sealing strips) [47] 
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Table 8: Results for the model of clearances for 3000 RPM 

 

Max 

cylinder 

pressure 

[bar] 

Brake 

torque 

[Nm] 

Brake 

power 

[kW] 

Vol. 

efficiency 

[%] 

Blowby 

[l/min] 

Air flow 

rate 

[l/min] 

Burned 

fuel [%] 

A model 

of 

clearances 

31.15 33.32 10.47 96.43 323.44 1261.59 66.65 

 

 

 
Figure 31 Burned fuel 

 

 
Figure 32 Influence of simple model of clearances on pressure curve for 3000 RPM 
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5.2. Calibration based on new experimental data 

 

A new measurement of the engine was made for further calibration of the model. 

The engine was tested primarily without ignition, which means that further calibration 

is made in a motoring regime. The results from the simulated model are not still equal 

to the results from the measurement, therefore new changes are made in the model. 

The first modification is with the clearance object, which is made from a small pipe 

with and end flow cap. The pipe is replaced with a flow split sphere object with the same 

volume. The end flow cap is removed and replaced with a small straight pipe, which 

opens into the atmosphere, as the gas in the engine is also leaking from the clearances 

into the free space. With this modification the blowby can be separated into the blowby 

into the crankcase and the leaking from the clearances. The straight output pipe is 

designed so the leaking into the atmosphere is the same as the measured data.  

The second modification is the temperature of the head, the piston, and the 

cylinder. All the temperatures are reduced. This change has just a small impact on the 

cylinder pressure, brake torque, brake power, heat transfer etc.  

With no significant change on the pressure curve with previous updates, the total 

volume of the clearances is re-evaluated. The space of the spark plug is now included in 

the combustion chamber. The object of the clearances is connected to the combustion 

chamber by a specific area. This area is simulated by an orifice with a constant diameter. 

Also, the gas is leaking from the clearances into the atmosphere through a small area, 

which is also simulated in the model by an orifice with a constant diameter (Figure 33). 

With previous 9636 mm3 the new volume is set to 14000 mm3 and compression ratio  

to 9.31.  
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Figure 33 New settings of clearances 

 

 The change of volume has a major impact on the pressure curve and lowers its 

peak (Figure 34). The simulated data are quite close to the measured data in the lower 

RPM range. In the higher RPM range the simulated maximum cylinder pressure is 

smaller than the measured one (Figure 35), which might be caused because the air flow 

rate in the higher RPM range differs. The difference of the air flow can be caused by old 

flow coefficients of the valves. The used flow coefficients are measured with the old 

intake manifolds, therefore the results can be slightly different. The comparison of the 

maximum cylinder pressure can be seen in Figure 36 for a wide range of RPM.  

For 5600 RPM the measured data were not reliable, thus they are not shown in the 

graph. 
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Figure 34 Effect of changes on pressure curve for 2400 RPM 

 

 

Figure 35 Comparison of measured and simulated data for 6400 RPM 
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Figure 36 Comparison of measured and simulated data 

 

 

5.3. Pressure sensitivity of volume change of clearances 

 

To see how big impact the volume of clearances on the cylinder pressure has, a 

volume sensitivity is made. The compression ratio remains the same and the volume of 

the flow split sphere object, which simulates the clearances, is changing. The original 

volume is 14000 mm3 and it is decreased by 1000 mm3 till the volume is 8000 mm3. For 

every step of lowering the volume the data are stored (Figure 37). The difference in the 

pressure for every 1000 mm3 difference is about 2 – 3 %.  
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Figure 37 Pressure sensitivity of  volume change of clearances 

 

5.4. Calibration of friction 

 

While the engine was running and tested in motoring regime the brake power and 

brake torque were measured. From the measurement of the brake power or the brake 

torque it is possible to calculate BMEP. To calculate FMEP, which is needed for further 

calibration in the GT model the IMEP is also needed. The pressure in the cylinder during 

the cycle was also measured, but because the sensor was placed between the two spark 

plugs, we have results only for the high-pressure part of the cycle. This means that IMEP 

cannot be calculated from the measurement.  

 

𝐹𝑀𝐸𝑃 = 𝐼𝑀𝐸𝑃 − 𝐵𝑀𝐸𝑃   [Pa]   (1) 

𝐵𝑀𝐸𝑃 =  
𝑊𝑒

𝑉𝑠
    [Pa]   (2) 

𝑊𝑒 =  
𝑃𝑒
𝑛

2

   [J]   (3) 

𝑃𝑒 =  𝑇𝑒 ∗ 𝜔   [W]   (4) 

𝜔 =
𝜋∗𝑛

30
   [rad*s−1]  (5) 
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As the GT model is calibrated for the max cylinder pressure, the cylinder 

high-pressure part from the measurement is compared with the pressure curve from 

the GT model. For some engine speed the curves are similar and for some they are not, 

therefore a compression ratio is changed for those speeds to make the pressure curves 

also similar (Figure 38). When these two curves are almost the same, we can assume 

that also the low-pressure part is the same, therefore we can take the IMEP from the GT 

model. 

After calculating BMEP for all the measured engine speeds and extracting IMEP 

from the GT model, the FMEP can be calculated for each engine speed. In the GT-Power 

the Chen-Flynn model is used to calculate engine friction according to the equation 

number 6. I used dependency of the previously calculated FMEP on the engine speed 

and in the same graph I put a FMEP calculated from the equation number 6. Where I 

was changing coefficients FMEPconst, A, B and C (Table 9) to get these two curves as 

similar as possible. The higher the coefficients, the higher the friction losses are. Then I 

used these coefficients in the “Engine Friction Object or FMEP” in the GT-Power. It is 

only calibrated in the motoring regime for the measured engine speeds. [46] 

 

𝐹𝑀𝐸𝑃 = 𝐹𝑀𝐸𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 + 𝐴 ∗ 𝑝𝑐𝑦𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐵 ∗ 𝑐𝑝,𝑚 + 𝐶 ∗ 𝑐𝑝,𝑚
2  [bar]  (6) 

 

 

Figure 38 Comparison of measured and simulated data for 4800 RPM 
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Table 9 Coefficients for Chen-Flynn model 

  Recommended values Used values 

FMEPconst [bar] 0.3 - 0.5 1.5 

A - Peak cylinder pressure factor [-] 0.004 - 0.006 0.009 

B - Mean piston speed factor [bar*s/m] 0.08 - 0.10 0.17 

C - Mean piston speed squared factor [bar*s2/m2] 0.0006 - 0.0012 0.003 

 

  

 
Figure 39 Comparison of friction torque 

 

 

5.5. Simulation of the calibrated model with an ignition 

 

When the engine was tested in the motoring regime a problem occurred. When 

the block of the engine reached 1800 RPM, suddenly the torque and the leaking flow 

through sealing strips rapidly raised (Figure 40). This happened because the engine’s 

sealing strips got seized a bit. The exhaust manifolds were removed and through exhaust 

manifolds we checked if there are not any broken parts in the cylinder. There were not 

any broken parts, therefore another motoring regime was tested. In Figure 41 we can 

see that the torque and the leaking flow through sealing strips vary at a constant speed 

of the block. Knowing that the engine is not in a good condition, a measurement with 

an ignition was still performed. But because the engine was seized the results cannot be 

considered reliable (Figure 42).  
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Figure 40 Motoring regime with sudden seizing 

 

 

Figure 41 Motoring regime with seized engine 

 

Table 10 Results for new simulated model with ignition for 3000 RPM 

 

Max 

cylinder 

pressure 

[bar] 

Brake 

torque 

[Nm] 

Brake 

power 

[kW] 

Vol. 

efficiency 

[%] 

Blowby 

[l/min] 

Air flow 

rate 

[l/min] 

Burned 

fuel 

[%] 

Ignition 30.45 37.43 11.76 98.57 18.03 1289.21 59.99 
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Figure 42 Comparison of measured data with seized engine and simulated model for 5600 RPM 

 

5.6. Flow split 

 

As it was mentioned, for the intake and exhaust pipes a fake flow split was created. 

This flop split connects manifolds from each cylinder into one manifold as in reality. A 

flow split general is used with a volume of 100000 mm3 and specific angle configuration.  

It acts as a part of the pipe with properties and the flow can be in every direction. But 

because there is not anything like the flow split in real manifolds, therefore a better 

solution is desired. This flow split general is replaced with a new object, which is a slave 

flow state. The three short pipes from the cylinders are set as the “slave” ports and the 

one long manifold is set as the “master” port. This object allows the flow only between 

a “master” port and a “slave” port, therefore there cannot be a flow between the three 

short pipes, which is desired. As we can see in the Figure 44 the influence of the slave 

flow state object is mainly in the higher RPM range. [43]  
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Figure 43 Use of slave flow state object [43] 

 

 

Figure 44 Influence of flow objects on maximum cylinder pressure 
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6. Sub-model of clearances  

 

6.1. Sub-model proposal 

 

The simple model of clearances, which is used in previous simulations has a major 

influence on the pressure curve and other properties of the engine. Therefore, a more 

accurate and complex model of clearances is desired. The company KNOB ENGINES s.r.o. 

provides a CAD model of clearances (Figure 45) with a total volume of 20495 mm3, so 

the sub-model can be created in the GT model. Based on this model several options for 

creating the sub-model are proposed. The model is divided into several objects with 

corresponding volumes.  

 

 

 
Figure 45 CAD model of clearances [47] 
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6.1.1. Version 1 

 

In the first proposed option, the clearances of the sealing strips remain as a one 

single object. The space between the cylinder block and cylinder head is split into 5 

segments, which are marked with a color in the Figure 46. Four of these segments are 

equal and the one in the middle is the biggest one. Small half cylinders of small volumes 

are included in these segments. The total volume has almost remained the same as in 

the simple model (Table 11).  

 

 

Figure 46 Version 1 of the sub-model 

 

Table 11 Volume of clearances; version 1 

 Total Sealing strips 
Yellow 

segment 

1 of 4 equal 

segments 

Volume [mm3] 14637 9897 2000 685 
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6.1.2. Version 2 

 

The second point of view of creating the sub-model is the same as the first one, 

but the small half cylinders are included in the volume of the sealing strips (Figure 47). 

These small half cylinders are made in the cylinder head and in order to reduce the total 

volume, they might not be created in the cylinder head in the future. But because the 

data are measured with this half cylinders, they are considered in all versions.  

 

 

Figure 47 Version 2 of the sub-model 

 

Table 12 Volume of clearances; version 2 

 Total Sealing strips 
Yellow 

segment 

1 of 4 equal 

segments 

Volume [mm3] 14637 11500 1485 410 
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6.1.3. Version 3 

 

Another proposal is connecting the space of sealing strips to the space between 

the cylinder block and cylinder head. Then dividing the whole volume into 5 smaller 

volumes, where 4 of them are the same and the fifth volume is the biggest (Figure 48). 

 

 

Figure 48 Version 3 of the sub-model 

 

Table 13 Volume of clearances; version 3 

 Total 
Yellow 

segment 

1 of 4 equal 

segments 

Volume [mm3] 14637 6585 2013 
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6.1.4. Version 4 

 

The next version of dividing the volume of clearances is taking the version 3 and 

separate the volume of the sealing strips and the space between the cylinder block and 

cylinder head (Figure 49). This is the most complex and probably the most accurate 

option of the sub-model.  

 

 

Figure 49 Version 4 of the sub-model 

 

Table 14 Volume of clearances; version 4 

 Total 
Blue sealing 

strips 

1 of 4 equal 

sealing strips 

Yellow 

segment 

1 of 4 equal 

segments 

Volume 

[mm3] 
14637 5100 1600 1485 413 
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6.1.5. Version 5 

 

In the Figure 45 we can see that the space of sealing strips and the space between 

the cylinder head and the cylinder block is even more on the side than in previous 

versions. All these clearances are divided as in the Figure 50. This option is not 

considered for further use, because in the space between the cylinder block and the 

cylinder head the intake and exhaust manifolds are placed, therefore these two spaces 

are not considered as clearances. These two spaces of sealing strips on these two sides 

are permanently connected to the spaces where the intake and exhaust manifolds are, 

therefore, there are not also considered as clearances.  

 

 
Figure 50 Version 5 of the sub-model 
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6.2. Choosing a version 

 

As the best and the most accurate proposal of the sub-model the Version 4 is 

chosen. To create this complex model in GT-Power a lot of parameters had to be taken 

from the CAD model, as the volumes of every segment and the connections between 

these segments.  

 

6.2.1. Volume of spaces between cylinder block and cylinder head 

 

Starting with the spaces between the cylinder block and cylinder head. Their 

volume depends on the crank angle. As the cylinder block rotates, the cylinder is passing 

every segment and connects it with the combustion chamber (Figure 51). In the CAD 

model the extrusion of the cylinder is rotated and the volume of all the segments is 

written down for every single degree. Then the dependency of the volume on the crank 

angle is created for every part (Figure 52).   

 

 

Figure 51 Change of volume with change of cylinder position  
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Figure 52 Dependency of volume on crank angle of the yellow segment 

 

6.2.2. Connection of clearances and combustion chamber 

 

 The connection between these spaces and the combustion chamber is also 

changing with the rotating cylinder block (Figure 53), therefore the dependency of the 

connection area on the crank angle is created the same way as the volume dependency. 

In the GT model this connection area is created by an orifice with a changing hole 

diameter. The effective area of this changing diameter corresponds to the area of the 

connection.  

 

 

Figure 53 Green surface –connections area of clearances and combustion chamber 
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6.2.3. Clearances of sealing strips 

 

The volume of clearances of the sealing strips remains constant with the rotating 

cylinder block, therefore no dependency is needed for the volume. But the connection 

(Figure 54) between these clearances and the space between the cylinder block and the 

cylinder head is changing with the rotating cylinder block, therefore the dependency for 

the connection is desired and created by an orifice the same way as before. The 

connection between the sealing strips (Figure 55) is constant for the whole time and is 

made by an orifice with a constant hole diameter.  

 

 
Figure 54 Yellow area – connection of clearances of sealing strips and space between cylinder 

block and cylinder head 

 

 
Figure 55 Yellow area – connection of clearances of sealing strips 
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Table 15 Example of properties of the yellow segment 

Angle of 
rotation 
of the 

block [°] 

Relative 
angle of 
rotation 

[°] 

Volume 
[mm3] 

Connection 
with the 

combustion 
chamber 

[mm2] 

Diameter of 
connection 

with the 
combustion 

chamber 
[mm] 

Connection 
with the 
sealing 

strip [mm2] 

Diameter of 
connection with 
the sealing strip 

[mm] 

-56 -224 2829.77 0 0 169 14.67 

-55 -220 2829.77 0 0 159.58 14.25 

-54 -216 2815.61 5.779 2.71 157.09 14.14 

-53 -212 2797.37 8.283 3.25 155.27 14.06 

-52 -208 2775.94 10.212 3.61 150.91 13.86 

-51 -204 2751.87 11.852 3.88 145.48 13.61 

-50 -200 2725.64 13.311 4.12 144.41 13.56 

 

6.2.4. Leaking into the atmosphere 

 

When the gas gets through the clearances into the space of sealing strips it can 

leak into the atmosphere through a small area (Figure 56). This leaking area is created 

by an orifice with a constant hole diameter.  

 

 

Figure 56 Yellow area – leaking area 
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6.3. Creating sub-model in GT-Power 

 

As the best option of creating the sub-model in GT–Power the flow split sphere 

object is used for every part of clearances. These spheres are connected through the 

orifices as it is described earlier. After finishing this model and running the simulation 

several warnings occurred. For the flow split spheres, creating the clearances between 

the cylinder block and the cylinder head, the warning says that the total area of flow 

split holes is too large. This means that the surface area of the created sphere is smaller 

than the effective area of the orifices. Even that the program simulates the model, the 

results cannot be considered valid, thus a different approach needs to be applied.  

For the free space of the sealing strips the flow split sphere is used, because it does 

not report any warnings. For the clearances between the block and the head the flow 

split general object is used instead. By using this object, the simulation runs well and 

does not report any warnings according to the hole area. 

After running this model, the results were not still accurate and similar as the 

measured data. It is caused because the effective area of the orifices is the same as the 

connection area between the clearances, but the actual shape of the connection is 

different. This difference is resolved by changing and calibrating the discharge 

coefficients in the orifices.  

Every single cylinder has its own sub-model of clearances, which means they are 

not connected together. In reality, there are only two sub-models and every cylinder 

alternates these two sub-models. But because the dependencies are created for the 

volumes of the clearances and for the diameters of the orifices, the sub-models cannot 

be connected. The dependencies are on the crank angle, which is only 720°, therefore it 

is not possible to get involved all 3 cylinders in one dependency. For example, the 

dependency of the volume for 1 cylinder takes place for about 400°, therefore only one 

cylinder can be included (Figure 52). 
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Figure 57 Scheme of clearances created in GT-Power 

 

 
 In the Figure 58 we can see the comparison of the measured data, the old model, 

and the new created sub-model of clearances. In the low RPM range the new model is 

more accurate and the results are almost the same. In the high RPM range the results 

are still not as much accurate as we would like it to be, but they are more promising 

than the in the old model. 
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Figure 58 Comparison of measured data, old GT model, and new sub-model 

 

 As another possibility the half cylinders (Figure 59) are removed from the volume 

of the sealing strips clearances. This half cylinders are made in the cylinder head for 

better placing the sealing strips, but without them, the volume of clearances reduces, 

and the performance of the engine could be better. This is simulated in the same sub-

model, but with the new reduced volume. The influence on the maximum cylinder 

pressure is shown in the Figure 60. And we can see that the maximum cylinder pressure 

is higher for the whole RPM range. 

 

 
Figure 59 Half cylinders in sealing strips clearances 
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Figure 60 Comparison of maximum cylinder pressure with and without half cylinders 

 

 

7. Optimization  
 

For optimization is used the GT–Power model with the simple model of clearances. 

The latest model with the sub-model of clearances is not used due to its complexity and 

long simulation time. The simple version works well for all the prediction with quite 

accurate results.  

 

7.1. Optimization of intake manifold geometry 

 

In the Figure 61 we can see the chosen part of intake manifolds for the 

optimization. In the GT–Power model this part is made of 4 objects with different length 

and thickness. The length of one of these objects is created as a parameter and is defined 

in the case setup. The actual and initial length of this object is 17 mm, while the lower 

limit in the “Design Optimizer” is set to 10 mm and the upper limit is set to 150 mm.  
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Figure 61 Chosen part for intake optimization [45] 

 

 

7.2. Optimization of exhaust manifold geometry 

 

The chosen part for the optimization can be seen in the Figure 62. It is the long 

tube after the bending and before the conjunction. This section of the exhaust manifold 

is chosen as the best part for optimization, to see what effect has the length of this 

section. Its length is set as a parameter, which is specified in the case setup as for the 

intake. The initial length of this pipe is 205 mm, while the lower limit in the “Design 

Optimizer” is set to 10 mm and the upper limit is set to 300 mm.  
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Figure 62 Chosen part for exhaust optimization [44] 

 

 

7.3. Optimization of intake and exhaust port timing and their 

shape 

 

In the GT–Power model the intake and exhaust ports are replaced by valves. The 

lift depends on the crank angle and its flow coefficients are set from a measurement 

to simulate these ports. The flow coefficients of the old shape of the intake and exhaust 

ports are used, because a new measurement could not be done, because of the 

COVID–19 situation. Although the old coefficients are still used, the optimization of the 

intake and exhaust port timing and their shape is still performed. Two parameters are 

created for both intake and exhaust. 
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The first parameter is for the timing of the ports. A “Cam Timing Angle” is set as 

a parameter, which basically says when the valve lift in the GT–Power model starts for 

the intake and when it ends for the exhaust. In the case setup the initial and until now 

used value is 0, which means that the timing starts (ends) at TDC between the exhaust 

and intake stroke. The lower limit in the “Design Optimizer” for the “Cam Timing Angle” 

is set to -20 and the upper limit is set to 20.  

The second parameter is about the shape of the ports, more correctly about the 

crank angle array for the lift. The parameter is “Angle Multiplier”, which multiplies the 

whole crank angle range for the valve lift and can make the range wider or narrower. 

The initial value of this parameter is 1 in the case setup and in the “Design Optimizer” 

the lower limit is 0.75 and the upper limit is set to 1.25.  

 

7.4. Optimization number 1 

 

For the first optimization the brake torque is selected as the RLT response, which 

is set to be maximized for the average case RLT. That means the goal of this optimization 

is to reach the maximum brake torque in the middle cases. It is set for 6 cases of the 

engine speed in the range of 2400 – 5600 RPM. This is the range of the engine speed 

that the last measurement of the engine was performed. The results of this optimization 

are shown in Table 16.  For the exhaust part there is not a big difference, but for the 

intake part the length of the chosen section is bigger. In Table 17 we can see the 

comparison of the old and new settings of the valves. The time when the exhaust valves 

are open is a little bit longer and for the intake valves it is a little bit shorter, but still 

there is not an overlap.  
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Table 16 Optimization number 1 

  Initial value Optimized value 

Length of the exhaust manifold part [mm] 205 231.58 

Length of the intake manifold part [mm] 17 73.93 

Cam Timing Angle – intake [°CA] 0 1.251 

Angle Multiplier – intake [-] 1 0.93 

Cam Timing Angle – exhaust [°CA] 0 0.099 

Angle Multiplier – exhaust [-] 1 1.01 

 

 

Table 17 Intake and exhaust valves settings of the first optimization 

Exhaust valves Initial Optimized Intake valves Initial Optimized 

Open [°CA] -204 -207.25 Open [°CA] 0 1.25 

Close [°CA] 0 0.099 Close [°CA] 204 191.25 

 

 

The original brake torque is compared with the new one in the Figure 63. With 

the optimized values the brake torque is higher in the middle section of the engine speed 

as it was desired. The biggest difference in the brake torque is approximately about  

10 %, which means that there is a small space for an improvement with this setting. The 

Figure 65 shows the optimized value of the angle multiplier for intake versus the new 

design. In Figure 65 we can see the designs versus the angle multiplier for intake and 

how the values for the multiplier are between 0.9 and 1. 
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Figure 63 Comparison of brake torque of initial model and the first optimized model 

 

 

 

Figure 64 Comparison of intake and exhaust effective´s areas for optimization number 1 
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Figure 65 Optimized angle multiplier – intake vs design 

 

 

7.5. Optimization number 2 

 

For the second optimization the brake power is selected as the RLT response. The 

brake power is also set to be maximized, but this time instead of setting it on the average 

case RLT it is set to maximum case RLT. This means that instead of maximizing the brake 

power in the middle cases, it is maximizing the brake power in the upper cases.  It is set 

again for the 6 measured cases of the engine speed in the range of 2400 – 5600 RPM. 

This optimization is also done without any clearances objects to optimize the 

parameters while using a more ideal model of the engine. Using the model without 

clearances does not have a big influence on the shape of the curves, the shape is 

basically the same, only the values are higher. Also, the CR is set to 8.  

In Table 18 we can see the results of the second optimization. The length of the 

intake and exhaust manifold parts is basically unchanged. The significant changes 

occurred for the intake and exhaust valve settings. Table 19 shows the initial and the 

new optimized values of the timing of the valves. It can be seen that the exhaust valve 
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opens and closes later than the original one. For the intake valve it is the other way, it 

opens and closes earlier than the original settings. This means that with this optimization 

an overlap is created again. In this case the overlap is approximately for 47 °CA.  

 

Table 18 Optimization number 2 

 Initial value Optimized value 

Length of the exhaust manifold part [mm] 205 198.29 

Length of the intake manifold part [mm] 17 19.72 

Cam Timing Angle – intake [°CA] 0 -11.32 

Angle Multiplier – intake [-] 1 0.97 

Cam Timing Angle – exhaust [°CA] 0 36.61 

Angle Multiplier – exhaust [-] 1 1.11 

 

Table 19 Intake and exhaust valve settings of the second optimization 

Exhaust valves Initial Optimized Intake valves Initial Optimized 

Open [°CA] -204 -190.50 Open [°CA] 0 -11.32 

Close [°CA] 0 36.61 Close [°CA] 204 186.92 

 

In the Figure 66 and the Figure 67 we can see the results of this optimization 

comparing with the original model. The brake power and the brake torque are just 

slightly higher in the higher engine speeds at the expense of a bigger reduction in the 

middle engine speeds. For the 4000 RPM the drop for the brake torque is approximately 

40 % and for the brake power it is also approximately 40 %. This is a big drop, which is 

not worthy just because in the 5600 RPM the gain of the brake torque is approximately 

4 % and for the brake power it is also almost 4 %. This drop is caused by the burned mass 

at the combustion start. A much higher percentage of the residual gases remains in the 

cylinder after the exhaust stroke (Figure 68), which results in lower cylinder pressure, 

brake torque, brake power etc.  
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Figure 66 Comparison of brake torque of initial model and the second optimized model 

 

 

 

Figure 67 Comparison of brake power of initial model and the second optimized model 
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Figure 68 Burned mass percent at combustion start 

 

 

Figure 69 Comparison of intake and exhaust effective´s areas for optimization number 2 
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7.6. Optimization number 3 

 

The brake torque is used as the RLT response for the third optimization. In this 

optimization the brake torque is also set to be maximized for the average case RLT as in 

the first one. Therefore, the optimization is trying to get the maximum brake torque in 

the middle cases. Eleven cases are turned on starting with 6000 RPM and ending with 

10000 RPM. It is set for the higher RPM range, which are the engine speeds where this 

engine should be ideally used, even though we still have not done any measurement in 

this RPM range.  

Table 20 shows the results of this optimization and it can be seen that the length 

of the intake manifold part is almost the same as the initial value, but the length of the 

exhaust manifold part is much shorter. In the Table 21 new opening and closing timing 

of the valves are shown. The range of the angle for which the valves are open is wider 

for both the intake valve and the exhaust valve. The exhaust valve opens earlier and 

closes later than in the original settings. The intake valve opens also earlier, but it closes 

a little bit earlier than in the original settings. This new setting of the valves causes an 

overlap for quite a long time, something about 53 °CA.  

 

Table 20 Optimization number 3 

 Initial value Optimized value 

Length of the exhaust manifold part [mm] 205 16.58 

Length of the intake manifold part [mm] 17 16.21 

Cam Timing Angle – intake [°CA] 0 -33.58 

Angle Multiplier – intake [-] 1 1.14 

Cam Timing Angle – exhaust [°CA] 0 19.28 

Angle Multiplier – exhaust [-] 1 1.18 
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Table 21 Intake and exhaust valve settings of the third optimization 

Exhaust valves Initial Optimized Intake valves Initial Optimized 

Open [°CA] -204 -220.60 Open [°CA] 0 -33.59 

Close [°CA] 0 19.28 Close [°CA] 204 198.37 

 

 The results and comparison of this optimization and the initial model are shown 

in the Figure 70. This optimization in the higher RPM range is quite promising, because 

the results with this new optimized data are better for every simulated engine speed.  

At 6000 RPM the increase of the brake torque is only by about 5 %, but at 6800 RPM the 

increase is the largest by about 18 %.  

 

 

Figure 70 Comparison of brake torque of initial model and the third optimized model 
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Figure 71 Comparison of intake and exhaust effective´s areas for optimization number 3 

 

7.7. Optimization number 4 

 

The fourth optimization has exactly the same settings as the third one. It is also 

using the brake torque as the RLT response and it is also maximizing it for the average 

case RLT. The RPM range is also the same. The only difference is that in this case the 

model of clearances is not used, therefore, as in the optimization number 2, this one is 

also made for the ideal model.  

In the Table 22 are shown the new parameters after the optimization. The length 

of the intake manifold part is slightly shorter, and the length of the exhaust manifold 

part is also shorter than the initial value. The angle multiplier is greater than 1 for both 

valves, which means that the valves are open for a longer period. The Table 23 shows us 

the new timing of the valves. The exhaust valve opens earlier and closes later than the 

original one. The new setting of the intake valve is that it opens a little bit earlier and 

closes almost at the same time as the original valve. With these optimized values an 

overlap is made again for about 35 °CA. 
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Table 22 Optimization number 4 

 Initial value Optimized value 

Length of the exhaust manifold part [mm] 205 85.08 

Length of the intake manifold part [mm] 17 10.27 

Cam Timing Angle – intake [°CA] 0 -4.39 

Angle Multiplier – intake [-] 1 1.02 

Cam Timing Angle – exhaust [°CA] 0 31.26 

Angle Multiplier – exhaust [-] 1 1.21 

 

Table 23 Intake and exhaust valve settings of the fourth optimization 

Exhaust valves Initial Optimized Intake valves Initial Optimized 

Open [°CA] -204 -216.82 Open [°CA] 0 -4.39 

Close [°CA] 0 31.26 Close [°CA] 204 204.11 

 

 Figure 72 shows the results and the comparison of the initial and optimized 

model. The results are good because the brake torque is higher for all the chosen engine 

speeds. The lowest increase of about 6 % is at 7600 RPM and at 6800 RPM the increase 

is about 11 %.  

 

 

Figure 72 Comparison of brake torque of initial model and the fourth optimized model 
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Figure 73 Comparison of intake and exhaust effective´s areas for optimization number 4 

 

 

8. Conclusion 

 

The main task of this thesis was to propose and build a sub-model of clearances 

between the stationary case, rotary cylinder block and their sealing. Before this could 

be done several other things had to be made first.  

Firstly, the research about the rotary and birotary engines was made to get 

familiar with this topic. A small part of the review is also dedicated to the Knob engine, 

whose GT–Power model is used for all further simulations.  

The first step of the practical part was to update the provided old GT–Power 

model. Since the model was created a lot of changes were made on the engine, which 

were not included in the model. The first change which had to be done was compression 

ratio, then it was blowby, which were not included at all in the original model. Then it 

was an update about the intake and exhaust manifolds, which as it is described in the 

chapter four, were originally created as straight pipes. The last update was about the 

timing of the intake and exhaust ports. Unfortunately, the flow coefficients of the ports 

could not be updated, because this required a new measurement, which could not be 

performed, due to the Covid-19 situation.  
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After performing a measurement of the engine, new data were collected, to make 

the GT–Power model even more accurate. With this new data the model was calibrated 

to get the same results from the simulation as from the measurement, or as close as 

possible. The calibration was mostly based on the blowby and creating of the simple 

model of clearances with a small leaking. The results of the maximum cylinder pressure 

from the simulation were quite close to the measured data, but not for the whole RPM 

range. Another important parameter which was calibrated was a friction object. The 

results of the friction calibration are shown in the Figure 39 and as it can be seen, the 

new data are now more accurate than before. The difference can be caused by 

estimating the coefficients for the Chen-Flynn model and by extracting IMEP from the 

model as it is described and not calculating it from the measurement.  

When the model was updated and well calibrated a sub-model of clearances could 

be proposed and created in the GT–Power model. In the Figure 57 the GT–Power map 

of the sub-model can be seen and because it is quite complicated, several parameters 

in the map objects had to be created as dependencies, which are described in the 

chapter six. The new model had to be also calibrated by changing the discharge 

coefficient. This model shows that only about two thirds of the fuel burns, the rest is 

trapped in the clearances and the flame propagation cannot reach inside these 

clearances, because of the small entrances. That indicates that it should be desired to 

make all these spaces between the rotary cylinder block, stationary case, and their 

sealing as small as possible. 

After performing all the optimization, it can be seen, that there are some better 

settings, which would improve the engine output. In the optimization number 3, the 

brake torque at 6800 RPM increases by 18 % and that is a significant improvement. This 

is the optimization, which is set for the higher RPM range, because the engine should 

ideally operate in this range.  
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10. List of abbreviations 
 

TDC  Top dead center 

BDC  Bottom dead center 

BMEP  Break mean effective pressure   [Pa] 

FMEP  Friction mean effective pressure   [Pa] 

IMEP  Indicated mean effective pressure   [Pa] 

We  Effective work      [J] 

Vs  Displaced volume     [m3] 

Pe  Effective power     [W] 

n  Engine speed      [1/s] 

Te  Effective torque     [Nm] 

ω  Angular speed      [rad/s] 

RLT  Average results 

FMEPconst Constant part of FMEP    [bar] 

A  Peak cylinder pressure factor   [-] 

Pcyl,max  Maximum cylinder pressure    [bar] 

B  Mean piston speed factor    [bar*s/m] 

Cp,m  Mean piston speed     [m/s] 

C  Mean piston speed squared factor   [bar*s2/m2] 

°CA  Degree of a crank angle 
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